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Vocabulary  

Selection Title:______________________________________ 
Complete the 14 powerful words response during and after 
reading the selection. 

 

Questions/Main Ideas Responses/Notes/Facts/Answers 

Predict: Hypothesize 1.I predict that 

Make and educated guess. because 

What do you predict will happen   

In the selection?  

  

Infer: Read between the lines. 2. I can infer that ____________________________________________________based on 

What is hidden in the meaning?  

  

Analyze: Break it down into parts 3.In the beginning of the selection, 

How can I analyze the plot  

by breaking it down into parts?  

 Towards the middle, 

  

  

 At the end, the resolution  

  

Describe:  How can I use the setting to describe when and where the action took place in the selection? 

Tell me about it. 4.The setting was 

Give details about it. 1st                                                                            2nd  

Paint a picture with words. Two words that describe the setting are__________________ and ___________________ 

  

Compare: Tell the ways they are In what manner/way are ____________________________and______________________ 

alike or similar. similar? 

 5._____________________________and ______________________are similar in that they 

 both 

  

Contrast: Tell how they are  6.One way they are dissimilar is_______________________ 

different or dissimilar.  

 While________________________ 

  

 Another way they are unalike is_________________________ 

  

 , but________________________ 

  

Trace: Outline. Explain the 7.How can I trace the events that led to the climax/point of maximum interest ( point 

development.  Follow(or explain) near the end of the story when you are sitting on the edge of your seat wondering what 

the path. will happen)? 

 Rising Action: Event 1= 

 Rising Action: Event 2= 

 Climax: 



I should study these words daily. These words are found in all of my content classes. 

  

Formulate: Create. Put together. 8.How can I formulate a response that shows I understand what motivated 

 ___________________________to behave  the way  he/she/ it did? 

 ___________________________behaved like 

 because he/she/it was motivated by 

  

Synthesize:  

Combine different parts into a  

whole  

Justify: One character’s actions I wholeheartedly believe were justified was 

Defend When 

Argue for and prove your point. because 

  

Summarize: If  I were to summarize the conflict, I would have to say it occurred because 

Put events in my own words.  

Paraphrase. and 

Evaluate: As I evaluate the good events in the selection, the best one was 

Tell the Good events:  

  

Bad events While evaluating events in the selections,  the bad thing that sticks out in my mind is 

  

 because 

  

Ugly events: During my evaluation of the selection, I realize the ugliest event was 

  

 because 

  

Cite Evidence/Support: 13.In my informed opinion, I believe that 

Back up the information. Support your belief by citing evidence from the selection that proves what you have written. 

Prove “ 

Provide evidence from text.  

                                                                                                                                                                “ 

Explain: 14.Explain your beliefs about the selection based on the evidence you cited. 

Teach me.                         Foremost, 

Show me the steps.  

 Without a doubt, 

  

 Trust and believe that 

  

 Assuredly, 

  

 All in all,  

  


